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ABOUT THIS EXPANSION
This expansion, Seeing Red, covers the events that take place from October to December of 2132. It is the official
conclusion to the Series One storyline and NDW card releases. As always, the characters in this handbook have stories
and backgrounds written for them, but in the end, “It’s up to you, promotor!” Please let us know about any of the fun and
creative ways that you have used these characters in your own wrestling federations!

NEXT DIMENSION WRESTLING UPDATES
INTRODUCING THE NDW CORNERSTONE CHAMPIONSHIP
Over the past several months the rivalry between Biordi’s Protectors of the Galaxy and Jon Heel’s Deadly Alliance has
reached a boiling point. These two teams absolutely despise one another which is evident by the violence in every event!
The NDW owners, “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar and The Last Knight, are becoming concerned with the overall direction of
their promotion as a result. What was once developed to be a proving ground for each of the owner’s young wrestlers is
now becoming something quite different. In fact, a lot of fans have become bored with the matches pitting The Knights of
the Round Table against the Black and Blue Crew. Even during the highly competitive tag-team matches between Eagle
Richard and Falcon Parker against Jet Black and Navy Blue, the fans have chanted, “Boring! Boring! Boring!” All the
while, any match involving the Protectors of the Galaxy and Deadly Alliance wrestlers is a real crowd pleaser.
In an effort to bring interest back to their wrestlers, NDW ownership decided to create a brand new championship! The
new title will be the NDW Cornerstone Championship. A tournament has been scheduled for late December to crown the
first Cornerstone Champion. There is however a catch, the eight wrestlers who will compete in this tournament will be the
longest tenured NDW wrestlers. This decision has effectivity blocked all the recent talent acquisitions from having a shot
at the new title, at least at the beginning. Conveniently most of the new talent to join NDW is involved in the Protectors of
the Galaxy versus Deadly Alliance war. This decision, although practical, was not at all popular among the wrestlers in the
locker room. Many see it as a biased attempt to get a championship on one of the owner’s hand picked wrestlers.
GINGER ROGERS BRUTALLY ATTACKED BY THE DEADLY ALLIANCE
As a part of the fallout from the NDW Cornerstone Championship tournament announcement, the Deadly Alliance played
out a plan to eliminate Ginger Rogers from Next Dimension Wrestling. Using the growing tension in the locker room to his
advantage, Jon Heel arranged a backstage brawl during a recent NDW event.
First, Jon Heel confronted Halloween Hank and Holiday Horror. With a few quick words, Jon Heel had convinced
Halloween Hank to lead his team to the Knights of the Round Table’s locker room and take the tournament spots that
rightfully belong to Holiday Horror. Halloween Hank agreed to this proposal without much persuasion. Jon Heel gave
Hank the time and place, and the plan was in motion. Unbeknownst to Halloween Hank, Jon Heel had plans for the other
teams as well.
Next up were the Protectors of the Galaxy. Biordi and Captain Adam: Space Pirate were both upset about being excluded
from the Cornerstone Championship tournament and they were very vocal about it. Jon Heel decided to use their
disgruntled attitude to his advantage. After casually passing Jet Black in the hallway, Jon Heel told the Black and Blue
Crew member that the Protectors didn’t believe that his team belonged in the title picture. The highly competitive Jet Black
was enraged by these comments! Jon Heel suggested that he do something about it. Jon Heel again gave a time and
place for an attack, but this time it would be the Black and Blue Crew storming the Protectors of the Galaxy locker room.
After just a couple of well-played encounters in the backstage area, Jon Heel had found a way to occupy the majority of
the NDW roster. It was now time for the real plan to come into play. It was Friday, October 17, 2132. The main event for
the evening was Ginger Rogers versus Headhunter Travis Deadly. Jon Heel had previously instructed the Holiday Horror
and Black and Blue Crew teams to attack the Knights of the Round Table and Protectors of the Galaxy locker rooms after
the ring introductions had been completed.

Meanwhile in the ring Ginger Rogers and Headhunter Travis Deadly are involved in a highly competitive matchup. During
their match the other Deadly Alliance members, Buck Blake and Lance Romance, joined Jon Heel at ringside. After the
finish of the match, the Deadly Alliance ran into the ring and attacked Ginger Rogers. A four-on-one beat down was being
given to the fan favorite wrestler. Each Deadly Alliance wrestler executed their finishing maneuver on the prone Ginger
Rogers. After each member got their cheap shots in, Jon Heel brought a steel chair into the ring. With Lance Romance
and Buck Blake each holding an arm Jon Heel wound up and hit Ginger Rogers in the face with the steel chair. To follow
that up, Headhunter Travis Deadly used his extremely dangerous HEAD TRAUMA finisher once more on the already
unconscious Ginger Rogers. It was clear that Ginger Rogers was severely injured!
By the time anyone could do anything about it, the damage had already been done. The fans sat in complete silence as
the medical staff rushed the ringside area to attend to the fallen Ginger Rogers. In the end, Ginger Rogers had suffered
several facial fractures that would require surgery to repair.
CREATURE FEATURE LEAVES HOLIDAY HORROR AND ARE REPLACED BY FROST BITE
After the horrific attack on Ginger Rogers by the Deadly Alliance, Murky Waters and Lycan Moon had a sudden change of
heart. Although they were not part of the men who carried out the attack, they were involved in a backstage altercation
with the Knights of the Round Table along with Pete Cottontail and Halloween Hank. This brawl backstage kept Ginger
Rogers’ friends from coming to his aid.
Halloween Hank and Pete Cottontail were okay with the outcome of the attack on Ginger Rogers, but the Creature
Feature tag-team was not happy to be a part of something so heinous! They voiced their frustration to Halloween Hank
who just quickly dismissed them. Feeling disrespected Murky Waters and Lycan Moon decided to leave the Holiday
Horror team. The Creature Feature tag-team was already becoming very popular before this change, but now the fans
love them even more. Newcomers Vladimir Plasma and Jacklyn Snow joined Holiday Horror as the tag-team Frost Bite as
a replacement.
CHANGES TO THE KNIGHTS AND CREW ROSTERS
To fill in for the injured Ginger Rogers, The Last Knight has assigned one of his star students from the Knight’s School
Wrestling Academy, Di-Smash, to the Knights of the Round Table team. Di-Smash has been a standout in NDW since
she first arrived on the scene. In fact, she will be the first woman to lead a stable of wrestlers in Next Dimension Wrestling.
She will do so by continuing her rivalry with the powerhouse from the Black and Blue Crew, Lambert.
Bob Hagar has removed the controversial Ooolahg from the Black and Blue Crew roster. Still not grasping the sport of
wrestling, Ooolahg has lost a lot of matches by disqualification. Bob Hagar sees this as a liability and has chosen to
remove the caveman from the team. Ooolahg will be replaced by B.A. Jerk. After a fairly successful run as Lambert’s
tag-team partner, Bob Hagar thought B.A. Jerk would be an excellent fit. The other members of the Crew aren’t so sure
about this pick. They were all trained by Bob Hagar at the Black and Blue Training Center, but B.A. Jerk’s sketchy training
is always questioned by everyone.
VLADIMIR PLASMA LEAVES HOLIDAY HORROR TO FORM MONSTER MASH
In a rather bizarre series of events, a new team of wrestlers was created. Frost Bite, Jacklyn Snow and Vladimir Plasma,
were squaring off against Creature Feature, Lycan Moon and Murky Waters. During the match, the fans were really
behind Creature Feature. They loved everything that Murky Waters and Lycan Moon were doing, and they let them know
it with their loud cheers. Vladimir Plasma grew envious of his opponents. He wanted to feel the support of the crowd, so
he left during the match, somewhat confused. This left Jacklyn Snow alone, in the ring, against one of the premiere NDW
tag-teams. Not knowing what other option she had, Jacklyn Snow left the ring as well.
In the backstage area Halloween Hank was livid! He berated Vladimir Plasma in front of the other members of Holiday
Horror, which prompted Vladimir to take action. Vladimir shoved Halloween Hank up against the wall with his fangs
showing. Not sure what to do, Jacklyn Snow and Pete Cottontail came to their leader’s aide by attacking Vladimir Plasma.

Upon hearing this altercation from the hallway, Lycan Moon and Murky Waters rushed into the room and started to help
even the odds in Vladimir Plasma’s favor.
At the following event, Vladimir Plasma came to the ring with Lycan Moon and Murky Waters and announced themselves
as the new team called Monster Mash! They claimed that they never really fit in with the Holiday Horror guys for several
reasons. The main one being, they are not holiday themed, just monsters. Add this to the fact that the members of
Monster Mash love the cheers from the fans and Holiday Horror hates pretty much everyone. This feud is sure to excite
even the most tough to please fans.

PRESS CONFERENCE
JON HEEL INTRODUCES THE NEW DEADLY ALLIANCE
Jon Heel called for a special press conference to introduce the new Deadly Alliance. The entire NDW roster, The Last
Knight, Bob Hagar, and the local media were all invited to attend. The stage was set and ready for the press conference.
A podium was placed on the center of the stage. In front of the stage were eight, well-armed security officers. The local
police department was also on hand for the event. The lights dim as Jon Heel leads Headhunter Travis Deadly, Buck
Blake, and Lance Romance onto the stage. Jon Heel approaches the podium flanked by his soldiers and begins the press
conference.
Jon Heel: I wanted to thank all of you for coming out here tonight. I know it was kind of a short notice, so I truly appreciate
all of you being here.
The wrestlers gathered jeer at the stage. The look on Jon Heel’s face makes it seem like he got the response he was
hoping for.
Jon Heel: I am just going to cut to the chase! I am here to introduce the latest member of the Deadly Alliance to the
wrestling world. This man is one of the best overall wrestlers in NDW. A true superstar! A top contender to any
championship in NDW! He even qualifies for the upcoming Cornerstone Championship tournament. Yes, he’s a current
member of the Next Dimension Wrestling roster and someone who’s been here since day one. That’s why I invited all of
you here tonight!
The stunned group of wrestlers gathered begins to argue amongst themselves, pointing fingers at one another.
Jon Heel: Relax! The newest member of the Deadly Alliance isn’t sitting amongst you idiots! In fact, he’s a man most of
you have already forgotten. He’s a man that was so quickly replaced by his friends!
The wrestlers in attendance suddenly grew quiet. They knew what Jon Heel was implying, but there is no way it could be
true. Biordi makes his way to the stage to attack Jon Heel, but is stopped by the police.
Jon Heel: Don’t be surprised! You brought this upon yourselves! While this poor man was brutally beaten by the men on
this stage, you all stood by and did absolutely nothing. Now, sit down and shut up! It’s time you met the newest member of
the Deadly Alliance, Ginger Rogers!
A red spotlight shines on the center of the stage as a figure is raised from a platform underneath. It is who everyone had
feared it would be, Ginger Rogers wearing a horrifying red hood.
Jon Heel: Ladies and gentlemen, from this day forward, Ginger Rogers is dead, long live Red Scare!
The crowd is completely silent as Jon Heel continues to speak.
Jon Heel: I would have Red Scare tell you how he feels, but he can’t! His jaw is wired shut after the reconstructive
surgery he required to fix the several broken bones you allowed to happen. He wears this mask to hide the scars you
allowed him to receive.

The Last Knight drops to his knees and begins to weep.
Jon Heel: Not only did you allow such a brutal attack to take place, you were so quick to replace Ginger Rogers on your
team. Well, your betrayal is the Deadly Alliance’s gain! We were more than happy to welcome him to our team.
Bob Hagar tries to comfort The Last Knight.
Jon Heel: Now that the Knights of the Round Table have been effectively destroyed and not worth our time, the Deadly
Alliance will focus on removing the Protectors of the Galaxy from Next Dimension Wrestling! We will also be taking all of
the titles along the way! Headhunter Travis Deadly will be challenging for the NDW Dimensional Championship. The
newly formed tag-team of Buck Blake and Lance Romance, Team Deadly will capture the NDW Tag-Team
Championship. And finally, Red Scare will win the upcoming tournament to crown the first ever NDW Cornerstone
Champion! Thank you all for coming! I hope you have a great night.
The police create an aisle way for the Deadly Alliance to exit the press conference stage. Most of the NDW roster is too
shocked to react, but the Protectors of the Galaxy are trying to break through the police escort to no avail. Once the
Deadly Alliance get to their vehicles the crowd of wrestlers gathered breaks up. The Last Knight is the last to leave.

THE PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY SUBMIT
A VIDEO RESPONSE TO THE DEADLY ALLIANCE
The scene opens in a dark alley. Biordi, Captain Adam: Space Pirate, and Pitt Viper are all standing around a burning
barrel. The only light is that coming from the flames of the barrel. The shaky camera zooms in on Biordi.
Biordi: We wanted to cut through the theatrics and get right down to business! The Deadly Alliance forced our hand! We
need to add onto our roster. We need to even the odds a little bit! First let me announce that Captain Adam: Space Pirate
and Pitt Viper will form a tag-team called the Treasure Hunters.
Captain Adam and Pitt Viper high five one another as Captain Adam placed his metal detector next to the barrel causing it
to chirp. Pitt Viper laughed as Biordi rolled his eyes.
Biordi: That takes care of Team Deadly! I will handle the traitor, Ginger Rogers, or whatever he goes by these days. Now
that just leaves you, Headhunter Travis Deadly. I have a very special person in mind to battle you!
The camera pans over to a shadow cast on the brick wall next to the burning barrel. A figure emerges from the shadows.
He is wearing a suit of armor and a cape.
Biordi: Let me introduce you all to KnightFall! He is the newest member of the Protectors of the Galaxy. I am the only one
who knows his true identity, but let me tell you, I trust him more than anyone. Together the new Protectors of the Galaxy
will run the Deadly Alliance out of Next Dimension Wrestling!
A Voice Behind the Camera: Don't forget me!
The camera operator turns the camera around on herself to reveal Social Butterfly!
Social Butterfly: If Jon Heel is going to be a ringside for his guys, then I'm going to be at ringside to help the Protectors!
From this moment forward, I will be acting as the manager of the Protectors of the Galaxy! Alright guys, let’s gather in for
a selfie! Really? You’re just going to leave?
The other members of the team walk into the shadows as Social Butterfly focuses the camera onto herself.

NEW CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES

VLADIMIR PLASMA
“I WON’T STOP, TILL I SEE BLOOD!”
Vladimir Plasma is a four-hundred-year-old vampire from Transylvania. He is a fairly large man, and his vampire genetics
make him a great all-around athlete. Like his fellow monster friends, Lycan Moon and Murky Waters, Vladimir Plasma has
been training secretly for years with the original Halloween Hank. He was brought into Next Dimension Wrestling along
with Jacklyn Snow to form the tag-team Frost Bite to contend with Creature Feature, who had recently defected from the
Holiday Horror group. After only one match with his partner, Jacklyn Snow, Vladimir Plasma left the Holiday Horror team
to join Creature Feature. He loved the adulation of the crowd that Creature Feature had been receiving and wanted a
taste of that for himself. The three monsters now make up the team, Monster Mash!
Although Vladimir Plasma sees himself as a crowd favorite and tries to play by the rules, his vampire nature can take over
from time to time. Vladimir Plasma will not use his violent finishing move, BLOODLUST, unless the opponent is bleeding.
At that point, Vladimir Plasma will give into the vampire’s thirst for blood and unleash his powerful finisher. The fans don’t
seem to mind this too much when he is using it against the most despised villains on the NDW roster.
Team: Monster Mash
Feuds: Halloween Hank, Jacklyn Snow
Signature Moves:
Holy Water Splash - running body splash in the corner
Undead Driver - Death Valley Driver
Wings of the Bat - butterfly suplex
Stake Through the Heart - diving heart punch
Coffin Sleeper Hold - rear naked choke
Vampire’s Bite - bite to the neck
BLOODLUST - viscous pounce followed by a mounted Vampire’s Bite

JACKLYN SNOW
“THE BITTER COLD OF WINTER PERSONIFIED!”
What happens when Jack Frost fathers a child with one of Santa’s elves? Jacklyn Snow is born! Jacklyn Snow is an evil
Halfling who hates Christmas. Seeing her family and people making toys for spoiled little boys and girls makes her sick!
Halloween Hank heard of this young elf and brought her to NDW to join his Holiday Horror team. Jacklyn Snow is very
small in stature, but do not underestimate her toughness. Her slippery skin inherited from her father is rock hard. This not

only helps her to slip out of wrestling holds, but also allows her to absorb more punishment than most men three times her
size! Many opponents see the small Jacklyn Snow and mistakenly feel she will be an easy victory. Although not very
strong, Jacklyn Snow is as tough as they come! She even has limited ice manipulation powers that she can expertly use
without being caught by the referee.
Jacklyn Snow was the original tag-team partner of Vladimir Plasma of the tag-team Frost Bite. Now that Vladimir Plasma
has joined Monster Mash, Jacklyn Snow is tagging with Pete Cottontail to form the tag-team Snow Bunny. Pete Cottontail
and Jacklyn Snow share a hatred for humanity, especially spoiled-rotten children. Halloween Hank expects for Jacklyn
Snow to become a singles star after Pete Cottontail breaks her into the wrestling business.
Team: Holiday Horror
Tag Partner: Pete Cottontail (Snow Bunny)
Feuds: Murky Waters, Lycan Moon, Vladimir Plasma
Signature Moves:
Snowflake Flip - rolling bulldog
Frozen Fist to the Face - Jacklyn Snow freezes her fist and punches the opponent in the face
Snow Blind - Jacklyn Snow uses her ice powers to blast opponent in the eyes
Arctic Attack - springboard dropkick to the back of the opponent’s head
FALLING ICICLE - double stomp from the top rope to the opponent’s chest

KNIGHTFALL
“THE SHADOW KNIGHT HAS COME TO PROTECT THE NDW!”
After the sudden turn by Ginger Rogers, Biordi had to resort to unconventional means to help build his Protectors of the
Galaxy team. Who could Biordi trust more than himself? The answer is no one! Biordi has recruited KnightFall to join his
team! KnightFall is the Don Biordi from an alternate universe known as the Shadow Land. KnightFall, whose real name is
Don Vitus, is a member of the legendary Shadow Knights who defend the Shadow Land from the forces of evil. Upon
entering this universe, KnightFall has lost the powers he possessed in the Shadow Land. Not to mention the ring of
power, which gives his armor extraordinary powers has been taken by an unknown accomplice. Biordi has sworn to help
KnightFall reclaim his powers in exchange for KnightFall’s services in vanquishing the Deadly Alliance from NDW.
Biordi is the only person to know KnightFall’s true identity. Not even the other Protectors of the Galaxy are aware of this.
After the recent banishment of the Future Shock team from the GWF, Biordi did not want to take any chances with this
secret in fear of legal ramifications. That is why you will never see KnightFall without his mask.
KnightFall’s wrestling style is very similar to this universe’s counterpart. He is a skilled hand-to-hand combatant from the
training he received as a Shadow Knight. This training has also instilled the need to do the right thing - and right now the
right thing is to help rid the NDW of the Deadly Alliance. He will start by going after Headhunter Travis Deadly! Then he
will work on reclaiming his powers by finding his ring of power. Do Jon Heel and the Deadly Alliance have anything to do
with the lost ring? Only time will tell!
Team: Protectors of the Galaxy
Feuds: Headhunter Travis Deadly, Red Scare
Signature Moves:

Doom and Gloom - splash in the corner followed by a bulldog
Shadow Land Assault - giant swing
Darkness Slide - baseball slide dropkick in the corner
S-Factor - Alabama Slam
Shadow Spear - football tackle
Dusk to Dawn - gorilla press into a piledriver
Silhouette Squeeze - bear hug into a bridging suplex
FALL FROM GRACE - falling swan dive head butt

RED SCARE
AMERICA’S WORST NIGHTMARE COMES TO LIFE!
It is a dark time for the young fans of Next Dimension Wrestling. Ginger Rogers has turned on his teammates in the
Knights of the Round Table, his country, and most of all, his fans. Ginger Rogers was violently attacked by the Deadly
Alliance, in what has become an initiation ritual of some sort. All the while his friends were preoccupied with their other
enemies in a backstage brawl arranged by Jon Heel.
Red Scare wears the same ring gear as Ginger Rogers, with the addition of a frightening red mask to hide his scarred
face. Since transforming into the Red Scare, Ginger Rogers has yet to publicly explain his actions. In fact, Red Scare
hasn’t spoken at all! He just stands behind his manager, Jon Heel, and lets him do all the talking. Red Scare is
determined to destroy the Protectors of the Galaxy, starting with the leader of the team, Biordi!
Ginger Rogers was the last person anyone thought would betray his team to join the Deadly Alliance and move to Russia,
but the unthinkable has happened. This man has gone from the beloved, Ginger Rogers, to the most hated man in NDW,
Red Scare! NDW as a whole is still reeling from this latest change in events. The Last Knight refused to comment on the
situation, but Bob Hagar has expressed his disappointment on a few occasions.
Red Scare has kept his same wrestling moves as before, but now he applies them with a lot more vigor and intensity. Jon
Heel has also renamed a lot of Ginger Rogers’ classic moves. They now have a Soviet spin on them. Red Scare tips the
scale in favor of the Deadly Alliance, not only against the Protectors of the Galaxy, but against Next Dimension Wrestling
as a whole.
Team: Deadly Alliance
Feuds: Biordi, KnightFall, Di-Smash
Signature Moves:
Soviet Suplex - release German Suplex
Hammer Head Butt - head butt to an oncoming opponent
Sickle Snap - rolling neckbreaker
Communist Clothesline - running clothesline to the back of the opponent’s head
SEEING RED - stepover toehold facelock

TEAM/CHARACTER SUMMARIES FOR OCTOBER 2132
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
Di-Smash – Main Feuds: Lambert, Red Scare
Now a full-fledged member of the Knights of the Round Table, Di-Smash will continue her test of strength against
Lambert. She is also involved in a side feud with the man she has replaced on the Knights team, Red Scare. Now that
Di-Smash is leading one of the main NDW teams, she will be getting more exposure and opportunities that will perhaps
lead her to the NDW Dimensional Championship.
Rajah Ring Royalty – Main Feuds: B.A. Jerk, Ooolahg
With Ooolahg’s departure from the Black and Blue Crew, Rajah Ring Royalty is now focused on the Crew’s newest
member, B.A. Jerk. Rajah hasn’t forgotten about his old nemesis, Ooolahg, as the two former enemies will still square off
from time to time. Social Butterfly continues to shoot down Rajah’s advances, but she barely gets into the ring any longer,
thus putting an end to their feud.
Birds of Prey – Main Feuds: Black and Blue Crew, Team Deadly
Now that tag-team wrestling is more prevalent in Next Dimension Wrestling, Falcon Parker and Eagle Richards have
decided to switch their focus to the tag division. Their feud with the Black and Blue Crew team of Jet Black and Navy Blue
has reached a new level of intensity. Plus, this team has a score to settle with the Deadly Alliance after what transpired
with Ginger Rogers.
BLACK AND BLUE CREW
Lambert – Main Feud: Di-Smash
Lambert and Di-Smash have been involved in quite a feud since Di-Smash’s arrival in NDW. Now that Di-Smash has
joined the Knights of the Round Table, this feud has escalated to the next level. Lambert is still his own worst enemy
when it comes to his in-ring performance. Lambert feels like he should have won the NDW Dimensional Championship by
now and will not rest until he does.
B.A. Jerk – Main Feuds: Rajah Ring Royalty, Ooolahg
After an impromptu tag-team was formed between B.A. Jerk and Lambert to fill out the NDW Tag-Team Championship
Tournament, Bob Hagar took a liking to the controversial competitor that is B.A. Jerk. Jerk and Lambert saw moderate
success as a tag-team. After Hagar kicked Ooolahg out of the Black and Blue Crew, B. A. Jerk was eager to take the
caveman's place. B.A. Jerk continues where Ooolahg started by battling Rajah Ring Royalty. B.A. Jerk also wants to
prove that Bob Hagar made the right decision in replacing Ooolahg with himself by besting him in the ring.
Black and Blue Crew – Main Feuds: Birds of Prey, Creature Feature
Jet Black finally got his wish when the NDW Tag-Team Championship was created earlier in the year. Since then he and
Navy Blue have been focusing more on their tag-team careers. Navy Blue was the first ever NDW Dimensional
Champion, so he still has the yearning to compete as a singles wrestler, but out of respect to Jet Black, he takes part in
the tag-team. On top of their rivalry with the Birds of Prey, the Black and Blue Crew have also been involved in some
classic matches with Creature Feature.
PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
Social Butterfly – Manager of Protectors of the Galaxy
In one of the more surprising events in recent history, Social Butterfly has volunteered her services as the manager of the
Protectors of the Galaxy. Many are left baffled by her decision. The Deadly Alliance is a very violent group, and Social
Butterfly is severely outmatched by their manager, Jon Heel. Many people outside the Protectors group are accusing her

of seeking the attention that comes with getting involved in such a marquee rivalry. Be that as it may, Social Butterfly will
be able to help balance the scale a little bit by evening up the numbers at ringside.
Biordi – Main Feuds: Red Scare, Headhunter Travis Deadly
Biordi remains the leader of the Protectors of the Galaxy, and that team’s mission statement has not changed. The goal is
to eliminate all the villains from Next Dimension Wrestling! The main villains at the time are the members of the Deadly
Alliance. Biordi’s main focus is the man who betrayed both his team and his country, Red Scare. Biordi feels like he can
beat some sense into the former Ginger Rogers to break him of his evil ways. Also, Biordi hopes to do all he can to keep
Headhunter Travis Deadly from winning the NDW Dimensional Championship. This doesn’t leave him much time to
contend with Holiday Horror any longer, so he will leave that duty to the Monster Mash team.
KnightFall – Main Feuds: Headhunter Travis Deadly, Red Scare
The newest member of the Protectors of the Galaxy, KnightFall, has a tall order ahead of him as he faces off with the
ultra-violent Headhunter Travis Deadly. KnightFall also feels that the Deadly Alliance is responsible for his missing ring of
power and hopes to beat the truth out of each one of them until he finds his missing power source. This will include the
Deadly Alliance’s newly acquired Red Scare. Plus, KnightFall must keep his identity a secret from everyone, including his
teammates in the Protectors of the Galaxy.
Treasure Hunters – Main Feud: Team Deadly, Snow Bunny
Captain Adam: Space Pirate and Pitt Viper form the brand new team known as the Treasure Hunters. The idea for this
team is to have the veteran Captain Adam mentor the rookie Pitt Viper. The tag-team division has been developing
quickly since early October, when the NDW Tag-Team Championship was created. The Treasure Hunters will be taking
on Team Deadly, Buck Blake and Lance Romance, from the Deadly Alliance, in a series of violent matchups. The feud
with Holiday Horror also continues as Treasure Hunters battle with the tag-team of Jacklyn Snow and Pete Cottontail, also
known as Snow Bunny.

DEADLY ALLIANCE
Jon Heel – Manager of the Deadly Alliance
The manager of the Deadly Alliance, Jon Heel, has orchestrated one of the biggest swerves in the short history of Next
Dimension Wrestling! He expertly planned the attack on Ginger Rogers that led to him becoming Red Scare. Jon Heel has
also declared that he plans on leading his Deadly Alliance team to capturing all of the championships in NDW. Jon Heel
will get into the ring are rare occasions, since he still remains to be one of the biggest and toughest guys on the roster.
Social Butterfly, the brand new manager of the Protectors of the Galaxy, will be grossly overmatched by the much larger
Jon Heel, who swears to “squash her like a bug” if she ever enters the ring with him.
Headhunter Travis Deadly – Main Feuds: Biordi, KnightFall
After the major shakeups with the team rosters, Headhunter Travis Deadly became the handpicked member of the Deadly
Alliance to challenge for the NDW Dimensional Championship by Jon Heel. Travis Deadly lives up to his Headhunter
moniker by continually trying and injure his opponents with his violent HEAD TRAUMA finishing maneuver. Although Jon
Heel wants to collect all the titles for his team, he also aspires to take out the Protectors of the Galaxy. Headhunter Travis
Deadly is the perfect man for the job based on his intent-to-injure style of wrestling. His main focus is taking out Biordi and
the newest member of the team, KnightFall.
Red Scare – Main Feuds: KnightFall, Di-Smash, Biordi
Now that Ginger Rogers has become Red Scare and turned his back on the Knights of the Round Table, he has made a
lot of enemies very quickly. His association with the Deadly Alliance put him in Biordi’s crosshairs, who is sending the
mysterious newcomer, KnightFall into battle with the former Knight. Also, Red Scare wants to make a mockery of his
Knights of the Round Table replacement, Di-Smash. Red Scare is the only member of the Deadly Alliance to qualify for
the initial tournament to crown the first NDW Cornerstone Championship, which is part of Jon Heel’s plan to capture all
the championships in Next Dimension Wrestling.

Team Deadly – Main Feuds: Treasure Hunters, Birds of Prey
The first official tag-team to spin out of the Deadly Alliance is Buck Blake and Lance Romance, Team Deadly. After their
part in the attack and transformation of Ginger Rogers, Team Deadly have a lot of teams looking to teach them a lesson.
Their main competition comes from the Treasure Hunters, Captain Adam: Space Pirate and Pitt Viper. Team Deadly also
has Ginger Rogers’ former team members coming for them, the Birds of Prey. Not only that, Jon Heel has tasked this
team with winning the NDW Tag-Team Championships in his effort to collect all the NDW titles for the Deadly Alliance.

MONSTER MASH
Vladimir Plasma – Main Feuds: Halloween Hank, Jacklyn Snow
Halloween Hank hates Vladimir Plasma; almost as much as he hates human beings! That being said, Vladimir Plasma
has his hands full as he squares off against the leader of Holiday Horror. Halloween Hank has been around wrestling for a
while and Vladimir Plasma is a relative newcomer. The two men share the same trainer, in the original Halloween Hank,
but Vladimir Plasma has not bought into all the hate that drives the Holiday Horror team. On top of an intense feud with
Halloween Hank, Vladimir Plasma also has his original tag-team partner coming for his head, Jacklyn Snow.
Creature Feature – Main Feuds: Snow Bunny, Black and Blue Crew
Lycan Moon and Murky Waters have quickly become one of the hottest acts in Next Dimension Wrestling. Their in-ring
talent has made them instant crowd favorites. They were also grealty displeased in being involved in the distraction that
allowed Ginger Rogers to be attacked. This fact has caused a lot of dissention among the other members of the Holiday
Horror team. Creature Feature has decided to find success and their identity outside of Holiday Horror. Standing in their
way is the Snow Bunny tag-team and the Black and Blue Crew.

HOLIDAY HORROR
Halloween Hank – Main Feud: Vladimir Plasma
The leader of Holiday Horror, Halloween Hank is having a rough year. He has already had three wrestlers, who had been
trained by his namesake; turn on the Holiday Horror team. Now he is out for blood as he takes on Vladimir Plasma and
the rest of the Monster Mash team. Halloween Hank has shifted all of his focus to destroying the team of monsters who
have betrayed him. He also claims to be on the lookout for new wrestlers to fill the vacant spots on the Holiday Horror
roster. The clash between the two big men of Halloween Hank and Vladimir Plasma will entertain fans all over the galaxy.
Snow Bunny – Main Feud: Creature Feature, Treasure Hunters
Jacklyn Snow has had a rocky start to her NDW career. After being brought to the Holiday Horror team to partner with
Vladimir Plasma in the Frost Bite tag-team, her role was turned upside down when Vladimir Plasma walked out on their
debut match. Pete Cottontail was eager to jump into the fold by creating the new tag-team of Snow Bunny with Jacklyn
Snow. Snow Bunny will look for revenge against the turncoats in Creature Feature. Jacklyn Snow also participates in
matches against her original partner, Vladimir Plasma. Also, in the final piece of the Protectors of the Galaxy and Holiday
Horror rivalry, Snow Bunny and the Treasure Hunters will compete in tag-team matches.
INDEPENDENT
Ooolahg – Main Feuds: Rajah Ring Royalty, B.A. Jerk
After being kicked to the curb by “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar and the Black and Blue Crew, the prehistoric superstar,
Ooolahg, is all alone. Without the guidance of Bob Hagar, Ooolahg is lost in his wrestling career. Ooolahg has been left to
flounder at the bottom of the card, with very little direction. He will still win from time to time when he is not getting himself
disqualified. Ooolahg still likes to get into the ring with Rajah Ring Royalty, and the man who replaced him in the Black
and Blue Crew, B.A. Jerk.

Mythical Warriors – Main Feuds: Any Tag-Team
Now that the NDW tag-team division has been fully established, Battle Axe and Broadsword have decided to make their
home in Next Dimension Wrestling. This powerhouse duo plans on becoming the most dominant tag-team in all of space
and time. To do that, they plan on capturing the NDW Tag-Team Championship. Whoever you are, hero or villain; the
Mythical Warriors are going to bring you a battle! All the other tag-teams in Next Dimension Wrestling must be prepared
for the destruction that follows the Mythical Warriors!

NDW TEAM ROSTERS - QUICK REFERENCE
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
● Di-Smash
● Rajah Ring Royalty
● Birds of Prey
○ Eagle Richards
○ Falcon Parker

BLACK AND BLUE CREW
● Lambert
● B.A. Jerk
● Black and Blue Crew
○ Jet Black
○ Navy Blue

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
● Biordi
● KnightFall
● Treasure Hunters
○ Captain Adam: Space Pirate
○ Pitt Viper
● Social Butterfly - Manager

DEADLY ALLIANCE
● Red Scare
● Headhunter Travis Deadly
● Team Deadly
○ Lance Romance
○ Buck Blake
● Jon Heel - Manager

MONSTER MASH
● Vladimir Plasma
● Creature Feature
○ Murky Waters
○ Lycan Moon

HOLIDAY HORROR
● Halloween Hank
● Snow Bunny
○ Pete Cottontail
○ Jacklyn Snow

INDEPENDENT
● Ooolahg
● Mythical Warriors
○ Battle Axe
○ Broadsword
Special note: Women are seen as being equal to men within Next Dimension Wrestling. Therefore when inter-gender
matches are held during NDW shows, women wrestlers are not affected by the Women’s Conversion Chart found in other
game editions.
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